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Abstract
Targeting a small portion of customers for advertising has long been recognized by
businesses. In this thesis we proposed a novel approach to promoting products with no
prior transaction records. This approach starts with discovering the GP-association
rules between customer types and product genres that had occurred frequently in
transaction records. Customers are characterized by demographic attributes, some of
these attributes have concept hierarchies and products can be generalized through
some product taxonomy. Based on GP-association rules set, we developed a
comprehensive algorithm to locating a short list of prospective customers for a given
promotion product. The new approach was evaluated using the patron’s circulation
data from OPAC system of our university library. We measured the accuracy of
estimated method and the effectiveness of targeted advertising in different parameters.
The result shows that our approach achieved higher accuracy and effectiveness than
other methods.

中文摘要
針對特定群體之需求擬定產品及行銷策略長久以來為企業所重視，為
了達到更有效率的市場區隔，本研究提出一個新的方法來推薦產品。
剛開始先從交易紀錄資料中找出顧客屬性與產品類別經常一起時出
現的關聯法則，其中顧客屬性與產品類別都包含了階層的概念。然後
根據之前找到的關聯法則，在給定推薦產品情況下，利用演算法來找
出目標顧客。方法評估上，先從校內圖書館的 OPAC System 取得讀
者的借閱紀錄資料，藉由調整不同參數分別衡量預測的正確性與目標
行銷的有效性，結果顯示跟其他方法相比，可以達到較高的預測的正
確性與推薦有效性。
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1

Research Background

The effectiveness of targeting a small portion of customers for advertising has long
been recognized by businesses. Traditional approach to targeted advertising is to
(manually) analyze a historical database of previous transactions and the features
associated with the (potential) customers, possibly with the help of some statistical
tools and identify a list of customers most likely to respond to the advertisement of
the product. With the advent of new technologies, it is advocated that automatic tools
being used for identifying potential customers [WSJ94]. Research in this area has
recently attracted considerable attention, for two main reasons. First, the amount of
product/service information available to customers is ever-increasing, and hence it is
desirable to help customers wade through the information to find the product/service
they want. Second, understanding the needs of current and potential customers is an
essential part of customer relationship management. The ability to accurately and
efficiently

identify

the

needs

of

customers

and

subsequently

advertise

products/services that they will find desirable opens up new possibilities to increase
the customer retention, growth, and profitability of a business.

With the emergence of the Internet as a low latency, low cost channel, customer
solicitation has reached unprecedented levels. Both web page banners and emails have
been widely used for providing advertisements. Web page banners are the most
common way of Internet advertising and the major revenue source of many on-line
companies. Advertisements through emails are also very popular due to the high
availability of long email lists compiled by many non-profit organizations or
1

individual corporations.

Although advertisement on the Internet incurs low cost, its

efficacy is constantly questioned. Many researches suggested that customers tend to
overlook Web page banners, a phenomenon called banner blindness [BL98].
Unsolicited commercial emails, or called spam, cause legal problems as well as incurs
substantial costs for both providers and email users. In fact, due to the rapid growth of
spam in recent years, anti-spam laws have recently been (close to be) installed in
many countries [SPAM03]. To this end, the old wisdom—targeting a few good
customers while providing high incentives—has still been shown to be effective.
However, the fundamental problem is senders find it difficult or expensive to target
their email messages.

After identifying the characteristics of prospective customers, subsequent tasks can be
performed, including designing attractive banners or email contents, locating the Web
sites these customers often visit, and deciding where and when to post the banners or
emails. Given a set of customer groups, a set of ads, the fondness probabilities
between customer groups and ads, and other constraints, one can formulate an integer
program for scheduling ads display so as to optimize the overall click-throughs or the
revenue. For example, Langheinrich et al. [LNAK99] described the unintrusive
targeted advertising problem, in which customer groups are characterized by the
keywords entered to prevent privacy intrusion and the aim is to decide the display
probability of an ad given a customer (or a keyword). This problem was expressed as
a linear program and an efficient algorithm was proposed. It was then extended
[Toml00, Naka02] to remedy some related problems (e.g., over-targeting problem
[Toml00], multi-impressions and over-selling [Naka02]). In [AGM02], Adler et al.
introduced the ad placement problem, in which each ad is associated with an access
rate and a size and the goal is to choose a subset of ads for displaying in each time slot
2

so as to maximize the total revenue, which is proportional to the sum of the
multiplications of display size and the frequency of each ad. More efficient algorithm
was then given by Amiri and Manon [AM03].

1.2

Research Motivations and Objectives

However, it is non-trial to determine the fondness probabilities between customer
groups and a given (to-be-promoted) product. Previous research on association rules
[AIS93] [AS94] can be applied to identify the fondness relationships between
customer demographics and products. However, since there are typically tens of
thousands of brands in a given store, the support of association rules involving a given
product is often small. These rules thus may not be identified simply because their
support values are small.

The situation is even worse when the product is brand new or no prior (sales) records
are available for the product. In this case, it is reasonable to look at the transaction
records on other similar products, which shed the light on how customers like
products of the same kind. Hwang et al. [HL02] extend the association rule discovery
algorithm to identify generalized profile association rules (GP-association rules)
between demographics and products, given a hierarchy for each demographic attribute
and a hierarchical product classification scheme.

The confidence of a

GP-association rule specifies how a type of customers, identified by their
demographics, likes a genre of products.

Given a set of GP-association rules, this thesis addresses the problem of identifying a
set of customers who may like a given product. This problem is not as simple as it
may look like. Consider the partial product taxonomy in Figure 1-1:
3

Figure 1-1: Partial product taxonomy

Suppose we want to promote a brand of regular coffee to targeted customers.
Consider the confidence of an association rule: age20-50 → beverage, from which, the
confidence of a more specific rule age20-50 → coffee can be estimated, which in turns
serves as the basis for estimating the confidence of age20-50 → coffee.

This paper investigates product advertisement in an environment with the following
features:
1.

There exists a standardized, usually industry recognized, product hierarchy.
This product hierarchy in some way determines the similarity between
products.

2.

Customer demographics exist that include an extensive set of attributes such
as the name, address, gender, highest level of education, occupation, and
family socioeconomic status. Some of these attributes have concept
hierarchies that allow different levels of aggregation. This extensive
demographic information allows the recommendation of products to certain
types of customers, thereby enabling targeted marketing.

3.

A transaction database that contains past customers’ transaction records is
available.

Such features exist in many application domains, such as membership stores that need
to conduct targeted marketing for promoted products, online literature databases that
4

seek to recommend articles to their members, and libraries or bookstore that seek to
promote fine books to their patrons.

With the above specializations in mind, we develop a data mining approach for
advertising promoted products. Our approach starts with the identification of the
associations between the types of customers and the product types frequently
appeared in the transaction database, called GP-association rules. Based on the set of
GP-association rules, we develop a mechanism for identifying the characteristics of
prospective customers and the fondness probabilities given a product. This
information is crutial for online promotion of products.

The discovered association rules serve as the guidelines for mapping between
customers and new products. Our approach to this problem comprises three steps: (1)
Develop algorithms to filter the GP association rules with respect to a product type P,
and compute the estimated confidences and the applicable demographic domain
(ADD) of the remaining rules with respect to P. (2) Partition the overlapping
demographic attribute values into disjoint segments and estimate how each segment
likes products of type P. (3) Promote the product of type P according to the
information obtained in Step 2. The whole process is shown in figure 1-2:

Figure 1-2: the process of target advertising
5

1.3

Thesis Organization
This thesis is structured as follows:



Section 2, we review the problem of mining GP-association rules for product
recommendations, the scheduling of internet banner advertisements and another
approach for optimized association rules.



Section 3 describes the algorithms of selecting a limited number of customers for
promoting a given product based on the discovered GP-association rules.



Section 4 demonstrates how to apply output of algorithm in targeted advertising.



We evaluate the proposed method with previous research in section 5.



Section 6 concludes with a summary and discussions of future research.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1

GP-association Rules

This section describes how to locate associations between (generalized) products and
(generalized) values of relevant demographic attributes. As pointed out by Agrawal
and Srikant, the bottleneck of finding association rules lies in the enumeration of large
item sets [AS94].

A demographic-product item set is of the form < d i1 , d i2 ,..., d il , c >, where d i j ∈ Di j is a
type of a demographic attribute and c∈C is a product genre. We say that a
demographic-product item set is large if it is supported by no less than a
user-specified number of transactions. The problem is how to identify all large
demographic-product item sets, given a transaction database, several demographic
concept hierarchies, and product taxonomy.

2.1.1

Extended transaction

Suppose there are k demographic attributes in domains D1,…, Dk, each of which
contains demographic literals pertaining to a particular attribute. Let P = {p1, p2, ..., pr}
be the set of product items and C = {c1, c2, ..., cn} be the set of product categories.
Each product item in P must belong to one or more categories in C, and there exists a
taxonomy on C, denoted H(C), which is a directed acyclic graph with the set of
vertices being C and the set of edges representing an is-a relationship. An aggregation
hierarchy on the i’th demographic attribute, denoted H(Di), is a tree whose set of
nodes is Di. A link in H represents is-a relationship.
7

Each transaction in the transaction database may record the identifier of a customer,
the products s/he has purchased, and the time of the transaction. To facilitate mining
GP-association rules, we group transactions of the same customer and include the
customer’s demographic information, resulting in a new type of transaction called a
demographic-product transaction. Let T be a set of demographic-product transactions,
each of which is a tuple:

t i =< d i ,1 , d i , 2 ,..., d i ,k , pi ,1 , pi , 2 ,..., pi , s > (1 ≤ i ≤ n, k ≥ 1, s ≥ 1) , where d i, j is a
leaf in H(Dj) and represents the j’th demographic attribute value of the i’th customer,
and p i, j ∈ P is the j’th product item that the i’th customer has purchased. Since the
intention is to identify the associations between customer demographics and product
genres, the product items presented in each transaction have to be converted into
product categories. As a result, the i’th demographic-product transaction is converted
as: t i =< d i ,1 , d i , 2 ,..., d i ,k , ci ,1 , ci , 2 ,..., ci ,m > (1 ≤ i ≤ n, k ≥ 1, m ≥ 1) , where d i, j is a leaf
in H(Dj) that represents the j’th demographic attribute value of the i’th customer, and
ci,j is a leaf node in H(C) that represents the basic category of the j’th product item
that the i’th customer has purchased.

In the following discussion, unless otherwise stated, when we refer to a transaction we
actually mean a demographic-product transaction. In order to identify the associations
between customer-demographic types and product categories, the demographic values
and product items presented in each transaction must be converted into demographic
types and product categories, respectively, resulting in a so-called extended
transaction [SA95]. Here we simply include all demographic types of each
demographic value and all product categories of each product item appearing in the
8

transaction without duplication. Therefore, the i’th transaction can be translated to the
extended transaction like this:
ti ' =< di,1' , di,2 ' ,...,di,u ' , ci,1' , ci,2 ' ,...,ci,m ' > (1 ≤ i ≤ n, u ≥ 1, m ≥ 1) , where

d i , j ' , 1≤j≤u, and

ci , j ' , 1≤j≤m, are nodes in H(Dj) and H(C) respectively. We say that the transaction ti
supports a demographic type d' = (d1, d2,…, dl) if {d1, d2, …, dl}⊂ ti', where ti' is the
extended transaction of ti. Similarly, we say that ti supports a product category c if c∈
ti'. GP-association rules are an implication of the form X→Y, where X⊂
D1∪D2∪…∪Dk and Y ∈ C. The rule X→Y holds in the transaction set T with a
confidence c% if c percent of the transactions in T that support X also support Y. The
rule X→Y has support s% in the transaction set T if s percent of the transactions in T
support both X and Y. Therefore, given a set of transactions T and several
demographic aggregation hierarchies H(D1), H(D2), …, H(Dk) (each one representing
the generalization of one demographic attribute), and one product taxonomy H(C), the
problem of mining GP-association rules from transaction data involves discovering all
rules that have support and confidence greater than the user-specified minimum
support (called Minsup) and minimum confidence (called Minconf).

2.1.2

GP-Apriori algorithm

This approach is a slight modification to the algorithms proposed in [SA95] for
mining generalized association rules. Consider the classical problem of discovering
generalized large item sets from market-basket databases, where taxonomy on all
items is assumed to exist [SA95]. We can employ the existing techniques to discover
the generalized demographic-product item sets. To do so, a transaction can be
visualized as a market-basket transaction by treating both demographic attribute
9

values and products homogeneously as ordinary items, so that associations between
items can be obtained. However, this straightforward approach is inefficient and may
generate many useless rules with antecedent and consequent being of the same type
(products or demographic attributes). This redundancy problem can be easily
alleviated by modifying the way candidate item sets are generated. Let Lk denote the
large item sets of the form < d i1 , d i2 ,..., d ik , c >. A candidate item set Ck+1 is generated by
joining Lk and Lk in a way similar to the Apriori candidate-generation algorithm
[AS94], except that the k join attributes must include one product (c) and the other
k–1 demographic attribute values (from di1 , di2 ,..., dik ).

Specifically, this modified approach works as follows. We extend each transaction
t i =< d i ,1 , d i ,1 ,..., d i , k , c i ,1 , c i , 2 ,..., c i , m > (1 ≤ i ≤ n, k ≥ 1, m ≥ 1) in T by adding all ancestors

of di,j from the concept hierarchy of the j’th demographic attribute, 1≤j≤k, and all
ancestors of ci,j, 1≤j≤m, from the product taxonomy. The set of extended transactions
is denoted ET. After scanning the data set ET, we obtain large demographic one-item
sets L1 ( D) and large product one-item sets L1 ( P ) . If an item is not a member
of L1 ( D) or L1 ( P ) , it will not appear in any large demographic-product item set and
is therefore useless. We delete all the useless items in every transaction of ET in order
to reduce its size. The set C1 of candidate one-item sets is defined as L1 ( D) × L1 ( P ) .
Data set ET is scanned again to find the set L1 of large demographic-product one-item
sets from C1. A subsequent pass, say pass k, is composed of two steps. First, the
above-mentioned candidate-generation function is used to generate the set Ck of
candidate item sets by joining two large (k-1)-item sets in Lk-1 on the basis of their
common k–2 demographic attribute values and the product attribute value. Next, data
set ET is scanned and the support of candidates in Ck is counted. The set Lk of large
10

k-item sets are item sets in Ck with minimum support. This algorithm is called
“GP-apriori” because it is an extension of the Apriori algorithm for finding
GP-association rules. Its pseudo code is listed in Figure 2.

GP-apriori(T: a set of transactions, Minsup: the user-specified support threshold): a set of
GP-association rules
{
FOR (each transaction t i =< d i ,1 , d i ,1 ,..., d i ,k , c i ,1 , c i , 2 ,..., c i ,m > (1 ≤ i ≤ n, k ≥ 1, m ≥ 1) )

{
Extend ti by adding all ancestors of di,j and ci,j', 1≤j≤k, 1≤j'≤m,
from the corresponding concept hierarchies;
Increment the count of every item in ti;
}
L1(D)= {c | c.count ≥ Minsup, c is a node in a demographic hierarchy};
L1(P)= {c | c.count ≥ Minsup, c is a node in the product hierarchy};
C1= L1(D) × L1(P);
FOR (each extended transaction t ∈ T)

{
Delete any item in t that does not appear in either L1(D) or L1(P);
} // end of FOR loop
L1 = All candidates in C1 with minimum support;

k=2;
WHILE (Lk–1≠∅)

{
Join Lk–1 based on the product attribute and k–2 common demographic attributes;
Put the result in Ck;
Delete all item sets l∈ Ck such that some k–1 demographic subset of l is not in Lk–1;
FOR (each extended transaction t ∈ T)

{
Increment the count of all candidates in Ck that are contained in t;
} // end of FOR loop
Lk = {c | c∈Ck and c.count≥Minsup};

k = k + 1;
} // end of WHILE loop
RETURN L1∪ L2∪…∪Lk

}

11

Figure 2-1: Pseudo code for algorithm GP-apriori

2.2

Estimating Specialized Rules from Generalized
Rules

Discovery of interesting association or sequential patterns from large amounts of
transaction records will help marketing, decision making, and business management.
Since mining association rules or sequential patterns has been a hot topic in recent
research into knowledge discovery in databases [AS94] [AS95] [KMRTV94]
[PCY95]. However, previous research has been focused on mining association rules at
a single concept level, not consider the taxonomy hierarchy of product items.

Then some researchers brought out the idea of mining generalized association rules,
in order to solve the problem of finding rules that contain product types at arbitrary
levels of the concept hierarchy. [HF95] modified the single level Apriori to handle
multiple level association rules by remapping the transaction database and performing
the mining by a progressive deepening of the levels. Srikant and Agrawal [SA95]
search for associations in given taxonomies, using support and confidence thresholds
to guide the choice of level of abstraction.

To extend the work of mining single-level association rules to multiple-level ones,
concept taxonomy should be provided and be used for generalizing primitive level
concepts to high level ones. In general this should not be a problem because we can
easily list the concept hierarchy. What deserves to be mentioned is the problem of
results extracted from large amount of transactions, generalized as below:
12

1.

Strong support is more likely to exist at high concept levels rather than at
low concept levels.

2.

It is unlikely to find many strong association rules at a primitive concept
level.

Mining association rules at high concept level may often lead to the rules
corresponding to common sense, or lead to some uninteresting attribute combinations.
In order to remove uninteresting rules generated in mining process, the previous
approach [PM94] quantify the usefulness or interest of a rule focused on how much
the support of a rule was more than the excepted support. [SA95] also defined the
interesting rules and claimed that their method can prune probably 40% to 60%
redundant rules. The authors identify the interest rules by estimating the support and
confidence of less general rule and see if the exist of rule can convey addition
information. Consider the rule: soft drink → ice cream with 8% support and 60%
confidence. If “soft drink” is a parent of “cola” and about a quarter of sales of “soft
drink” are “cola”, we could expect the rule cola → ice cream to have 2% support
and 60% confidence. If the actual support and confidence for cola → ice cream are
indeed around 2% and 60% respectively, the rule is considered redundant. The
estimation of support and confidence in [SA95] is described next.

Let X̂ and Ŷ be the ancestors of X and Y respectively. The rules Xˆ → Y , Xˆ → Yˆ
or X → Yˆ are said to be ancestors of the rule X → Y . Consider a rule X → Y , and
let Z = X ∪ Y . The support of Z will be the same as the support of the rule X → Y .
Let E Zˆ [Pr( Z )] denote the expected value of Pr (Z) given Pr ( Ẑ ), where Ẑ is an
ancestor of Z. Let Z = {z1,…,zn} and Ẑ = { ẑ1 ,…, ẑ j ,zj+1,…,zn }, 1≤ j ≤ n, where ẑ i

13

is an ancestor of zi. Then value of E Zˆ [Pr( Z )] is defined as:

E Zˆ [Pr( Z )] =

Pr( z j )
Pr( z1 )
× ... ×
× Pr( Zˆ ) .
Pr( zˆ1 )
Pr( zˆ j )

Similarly, let E Xˆ →Yˆ [Pr(Y | X )] denote the expected confidence of the rule X → Y
given the rule Xˆ → Yˆ . Let Y = {y1,…,yn} and Yˆ = { ŷ1 ,…, ŷ j ,yj+1,…,yn }, 1≤ j ≤ n,
where ŷ i is an ancestor of yi. Then value of E Xˆ →Yˆ [Pr(Y | X )] is defined as:
E Xˆ →Yˆ [Pr(Y | X )] = E Zˆ [Pr( Z )] =

Pr( y j )
Pr( y1 )
× ... ×
× Pr(Yˆ | Xˆ )
Pr( yˆ 1 )
Pr( yˆ j )

The method mentioned above estimate the expected support and confidence from its
parent rule directly. While this method can be easily used to infer support or
confidence of a child rule, its accuracy remained questioned. Consider the following
example: Coffee has three child products: decaf coffee, espresso, and regular coffee.
If we have two strong rules R1: age 30-50→coffee with confidence=70% and R2: Age
30-50→decaf coffee with confidence=50%. The expected value of “age
30-50→regular coffee” can be inferred by considering both R1 and R2, rather than
simply consulting R1.

14

2.3

Scheduling of Web Advertisements

After the World-Wide Web was invented by Tim Berners-Lee in 1991, it grows at an
amazing rate. Up to now, advertisement remains the single major source of revenue
for most companies on web. In order for web advertisement to be effective, the
research on this problem rose and conferred extensively.

The idea of optimal scheduling of web advertisements so as to maximize the number
of click-through was proposed in [LNAK99]. The problem of maximize the number
of click-through reduced to a transportation problem, a kind of linear programming
(LP) problem, which is known to be one that can be solved efficiently by making use
of special features of the problem. Now we review the LP model and see how this
model can be used in targeted advertising.

We consider the attribute-driven advertisement problem and form of formalization
proposed in [Naka02]. There are a fixed set of attributes such as the set of ‘time of
day’ and ‘page category’. Suppose now we have the accurately estimated numbers of
page views for each combination of attribute values and click-through rates of these
advertisements such as shown in Table 2-1.
Number of

Click through rate (%)

Time of day Page category
page views

Ad 1

Ad 2

Ad 3

Evening

Travels

5000

2.0

1.5

1.0

Evening

Sports

5000

2.0

1.8

1.0

Afternoon

Travels

2500

2.0

1.8

1.5

Afternoon

Sports

2500

2.0

1.8

1.5

Table 2-1: Case of advertisement scheduling
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The strategy is to select an advertisement with the highest click-through rate among
the ads. Assume that each ad demands 5000 displays. The optimal strategy would be
to select ad 1 for the first 5000 page views, followed by ad 2 for the next 5000 page
views, and ended by ad 3 for the last 5000 page views, because (the click-through rate
of ad 1) > (the click-through rate of ad 2) > (the click-through rate of ad 3) holds for
all combinations of attribute values.

The problem is formalized as follows. Let i (=1, …,n) denote combinations of
attribute values and j (=1, …,m) denote advertisements. The variable ki, hj and ci,j are
defined as follows:
ki: Estimated rate of page views for combination i of attribute values
hj: Desired display rate for advertisement j
ci,j: Estimated click-through probability for advertisement j and combination i of
attribute values

The estimation of ki is calculated based on the number of recent page views for
combination i of attribute values. Desired display rate hj is calculated from the
contracted number of impressions by subtracting the number of actual impressions so
far and considering the remaining contracted period. The estimation of ci,j is
calculated based on the previous click-through rate for combination i of attribute
values and advertisement j.

Let di,j denote the display probability of advertisement j for combination i. The
problem of optimal scheduling of web ads can be formalized as following:
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n

Maximize

m

∑∑ c
i =1 j =1

k d i, j

i, j i

Subject to
n

∑k d
i =1

i

m

∑d
j =1

i, j

i, j

= h j , j = 1,..., m

= 1, i = 1,..., n

d i , j ≥ 0, i = 1,..., n, j = 1,..., m
The question of web advertisements scheduling mentioned above is reduced to a
named transportation problem. Using the known algorithm it can be easily handle.

Similar to the LP model applied to web ads scheduling, the problem of targeted
advertising can be formalize as transportation ones. When given a set of promotion
product, the first job is to identify matching rules involves estimated confidence and
disjoint demographic attribute with respect to each product. Then we can describe the
LP model and solve it based on these data. Detailed illustration will be introduced in
Section 4.

2.4

Optimized Association Rules

Association rules provide a useful mechanism for discovering co-occurrence items in
large amounts of transactions. Optimized association rules are permitted to contain
un-instantiated attributes and the problem is to determine instantiations such that
either the support or confidence of the rule is maximized.

The optimized association problem, motivate by applications in marketing and
advertising, was introduced in [FTTM96]. An association rule is of the form:
( D1 ∈ [d1 , d 2 ] ) ∧ C1 → C 2 , where D1 is a numeric attribute, d1 and d2 are
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un-instantiated variables, and C1 and C2 contain only instantiated variable. The
authors proposed algorithms to determine the range of un-instantiated variable that
maximize confidence or support of the rule.

For example, consider a table in a digital camera store database that contains selling
information. The attributes of the table are gender, age, and products. Suppose the
store is interested in offering a promotion to male customers who buy brand of Nikon.
In this situation the age of male customer may be important, if the store can find male
customer whose age between a1 and a2 are more likely to buy product Nikon through
previous data, promotion activity will be effective.

The

above

case

can

be

formulated

as

the

following

association

rule

(age ∈ [a1 , a 2 ] ) ∧ ( gender = male) → ( product = Nikon) , which results in two

detailed problems. First, with a minimum support we try to solve the optimized
confidence problem for the percentage of Nikon bought by male customers whose age
within the interval is maximized. Second, with a minimum confidence we try to find
which age interval that make the rule has maximum support.

The algorithm proposed in [FTTM96] has limitations in that it can only determine the
single numeric attribute. A single attribute may not be adequate to describe the trend
or property of data in complicated application. For example, suppose an airplane
company is interested in doing promotion to customer in Taiwan flying to Australia.
For this purpose the company needs to identify several period during which a sizable
number are made. In this way we want to find the association rules like:
(date ∈ [d1 , e1 ] ∨ date ∈ [d 2 , e2 ] ∨ Κ ∨ date ∈ [d k , ek ] ) ∧ ( start = Taiwan) → (dest = NewYork )
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The power of expression can be strengthened by containing more than one
un-instantiated attribute, and permitted the attribute to be either numeric or categorical
form. The new algorithm proposed in [RS98] achieves the objective to handle such a
problem and give us some idea.

[RS98] synthesize the related work in the past and generalize the optimized
association rules problem in three ways: (1) association rules are permitted to contain
disjunctions over un-instantiated attributes, (2) association rules are allowed to
contain an arbitrary number of un-instantiated attributes, (3) un-instantiated attributes
can be either categorical or numeric. Then the authors both present the algorithm to
exploring the search space and use branch and bound techniques to prune the search
space effectively.

The optimized association rule requires optimal instantiations to be computed for a
un-instantiated association rule which has the form

U ∧ C1 → C 2 , where U is a

conjunction of m un-instantiated atomic conditions over m distinct attributes, and C1
and C2 are arbitrary instantiated conditions. Ui denote an instantiation of U and is
obtained by replacing variables in U with values. Under the above notation of
association rules the problem of optimized association rules is how to determine the
un-instantiated variables a1 and a2 for each of the following two cases:

z

Optimized Confidence Problem: Given an un-instantiated rule R: U ∧ C1 → C 2 ,
determine non-overlapping instantiations U1,…,Uk of U such that sup(R) ≥
minsup and conf(R) is maximized, where R is the rule (U 1 ∨ Κ ∨ U k ) ∧ C1 → C 2 .

z

Optimized Support Problem: Given an un-instantiated rule R: U ∧ C1 → C 2 ,
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determine non-overlapping instantiations U1,…,Uk of U such that conf(R) ≥
minconf and sup(R) is maximized, where R is the rule (U 1 ∨ Κ ∨ U k ) ∧ C1 → C 2 .

The concept of mining optimized association rules is similar to the purpose of ours.
Given a promotion product we want to identify a set of strong rules that maximize the
total confidence in the hypothesis of a small group of target customers. When solving
the optimized confidence or support problem, the product type must be determined in
advanced and then finding the combination of un-instantiated attribute. The two
problems are similar in that they both fix the product to be promoted. But in our
problem, the demographic and product attribute both contain concept hierarchies, the
method mentioned above cannot directly handle this problem. The appropriate
algorithm will be proposed in the next section.
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Chapter 3 Targeted Advertising
3.1

Problem Statement

Given a product, our first task is to identify a small set of customers for effective
promotion by consulting the set of discovered GP-association rules. Targeted
advertising is really a tradeoff between expense and effectiveness. The goal is to
achieve a highly effective promotion by targeting only on a small number of
customers. However, for a given product p, there could be a large number of rules
with consequents matching p, and the antecedents of some rules could be very broad.
Thus, it is inappropriate to simply choose rules with higher confidences and
subsequently target customers whose demographics match these rules’ antecedents.

For example consider the rule: R1: Age 30-50→Coffee with confidence=70% and R2:
Age 30-50→Decaf Coffee with confidence=50%. When we need to promote a brand
of decaffeinated coffee, it makes perfect sense to make use of R2 and to assume that
half of the customers of ages between 30 and 50 like decaf coffee. However, when it
comes to the target identification of a regular coffee (with caffeine) product, the
importance of R1 should not be overemphasized, because many transactions that
support R1 could come from those supporting R2. A more useful rule in such a case is
R1’: “Age 30~50→Non-decaf Coffee”. Unfortunately, the confidence of R1’ could
be unknown and can only be estimated from the set of related strong rules. In our
example, we can conclude that the confidence of R1’ is at least 20%1. Techniques for
more accurately approximating the confidence of R1’ have to be developed.

1

Note that some transactions could support both R1 and R2 (i.e., some customers like all kinds of
coffee).
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3.2

Value Estimation

We call a rule R1:

D′ → P1

a P-ancestor of another rule R2:

D′′ → P2

if D ′ = D ′′ and P1 is

equal to or an ancestor of P2 in the product hierarchy. Conversely, R2 is called a
P-descendant of R1. Based on the P-descendant relation (which is a partial order), we
can form a lattice on the set of strong rules. Let the children of P in the product
hierarchy be P1, P2, …, PmP . Suppose a rule
R1 : D → P1 , R2 : D → P2 ,

…,

Rk : D → Pk

estimating the confidence of

R:D→ P

has k immediate P-descendants

in the lattice. We would like to derive the way of

R j : D → Pj , k < j ≤ mP

so that it can be consulted when we

need to recommend a product p∈Pj. For a given product type P, assume that in
average each transaction that supports P also supports βP of its children, where βP,

βP≥1, is called the overlapping factor of P. Note that βP can be computed using the
support of P (Sup(P)) and those of its children (Sup(Pi)) by the following equation:
mp

βp =

∑ Sup( P )
i

i =1

Sup( P)

Therefore, we have the following estimation:
Conf ( R ) ⋅ β P =

∑

k

Conf ( Ri ) =

i =1..m P

∑

Conf ( Ri ) +

i =1

mP

∑ Conf ( R

j)

j = k +1

Equivalently,
mP

∑

Conf ( R j ) = Conf ( R) ⋅ β P −

j = k +1

k

∑ Conf ( R )
i

i =1

Assuming that the confidence of a rule

R j : D → Pj , k < j ≤ mP
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is proportional to the

support of Pj, Sup(Pj), we can estimate the confidence of Rj as follows:

Conf ( R j ) ≈ (Conf ( R) ⋅ β P −

k

∑ Conf ( R )) ⋅
i

i =1

Sup( P j )
mP

∑ Sup( P )

, k < j ≤ mP .

i

i = k +1

We define a value function of R:

D→P

with respect to a child Pi of P, 1<i≤mP,

denoted Value(R, Pi), as follows.

0 if 1 ≤ i ≤ k


Value( R, Pi ) = (Conf ( R) ⋅ β P −






Conf ( Ri )) ⋅ m
, if k < i ≤ m P ,
P
i =1

Sup ( Pi )

i = k +1

k

∑

Sup ( P j )

∑

Note that Value(R, Pi) is defined as 0 for 1≤i≤k because the existence of a more
specific strong rule

D → Pi

makes the rule R:

D→P

of no value when it comes to

promoting a product p∈Pi. Here βP can be empirically computed as the average
number of children of P appeared in a transaction that supports P. Such a computation
can be conducted when computing L1 (P) in GP-Apriori, and the overhead is
negligible.

The value function Value(R, Pij) of R:

D→P

with respect to a grandchild Pij of P (i.e.,

Pij is the j’th child of the i’th child Pi of P in the product hierarchy) can be similarly
derived:
0 if 1 ≤ i ≤ k


Value( R, Pij ) = Value( R, Pi ) ⋅ β Pi ⋅






Sup ( Pij )

if
k
i
m
,
<
≤
P ,
mPi

Sup ( Pik )

k =1


∑
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, where m Pi and β Pi are respectively the number of children and the overlapping
factor of Pi, the parent of Pij, in the product hierarchy.

The value of a rule with respect to a product type at lower level can be similarly
induced and is not elaborated here. For completion, we also define the function

Value(R, P) of R:

D→P

with respect to P as simply the confidence of R, Conf(R).

In our previous example, assume that Coffee has three children in the product
hierarchy: Decaf Coffee, Espresso, and Regular and that the support of each child is
the same. Besides, let the overlapping factor βCoffee be 1.5. Thus, the value of R1: Age
30-50 ⇒ Coffee with respect to Regular Coffee or Espresso is

70% ⋅1.5 − 50%
= 27.5% ,
2

while the value of R1: Age 30-50 ⇒ Coffee with respect to Decaf Coffee is 0 (because
of the existence of the more specific rule R2: Age 30-50 ⇒ Decaf Coffee).

The following lists the pseudo code of computing the value of a GP association rule R
with respect to a product type P.
// Let Ancestors(P) denote the set of P and all ancestors of P in the product hierarchy,
// R.prod denote the consequent (product type) of R, and
// R.demo denote the antecedent (demographic type) of R
// ProdChild(R, P) returns a rule with antecedent being R.demo and consequent being a
child and an ancestor of R.prod and P respectively.
// β(P) returns the βP.
Value(R: a GP-association rule, P: a product type, GP: a set of GP-association rules):
a numeric value
01 {

02
03
04

IF R.prod∉ Ancestors(P) RETURN NULL // error
IF R.prod=P RETURN R.conf;
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05

R” = ProdChild(R, P);

06
07
08
09

IF R”∈GP RETURN 0;
PDecendants = {R’| R’.demo = R.demo, R’.prod ∈ Child(R.prod), R’∈GP};
ValueChild=R.conf *β(R.prod);

10

FOR each R’ in PDecendants DO

11
12

ValueChild= ValueChild−R’.conf;
UncoveredChildren = {P’|P’ ∈ Child(R.prod) and ∀R’ ∈ PDecendants,
R’.prod≠P’}
TotalSupport = 0;

13
14
15
16
17
18

FOR each P’ in UncoveredChildren DO
TotalSupport = TotalSupport+Support(P’)
ValueChild= ValueChild*Support(R’’.prod)/TotalSupport;

19
20 }

RETURN Value(R”, P, GP);

R”.conf = ValueChild;

Figure 3-1: Pseudo code of value estimation

3.3

Identifying Applicable Demographics of a
GP-association Rule

When we are given a product p, we first locate the leaf product category Lp in the
product hierarchy such that p∈Lp. We then identify the set of rules whose
consequents are equal to or ancestors of Lp in the product hierarchy. We call the set of
rules matching rule set of p, denoted Mp. Now we can define a partial order on Mp
based on the demographic parts (i.e., the antecedents) of the rules. Specifically, we
call a rule R1:

D′ → P1

a D-ancestor of another rule R2:

D′′ → P2

if P1=P2 and D’⊃D”.

Conversely, R2 is called a D-descendant of R1. Based on the P-descendant relation, we
can define a lattice on the matching rule set. Consider a rule R: D→P∈Mp with k
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immediate D-descendants: D1 → P ,

D2 → P

,…,

Dk → P

in the lattice, we define the

applicable demographic domain of R (with respect to p), denoted ADD(R, p), as
D − D1 − D 2 − ... − D k .

ADD(R, p) represents the set of customers that are chosen as

target for advertising p when R is selected. Note that demographic domain Di, 1≤i≤k,
is excluded from ADD(R, p) because, when deciding the degree to which a product

p∈P should be promoted to customers with demographics Di, one should consult the
more specific rule

Di → P ,

and R is consulted only when we need to decide whether to

target a customer in D − D1 − D 2 − ... − D k for promoting p. The following lists the
pseudo code of computing the applicable demographic domain of R:
ADD(R: a GP-association rule, GP: a set of GP-association rules): a demographic type
01 {

02

DDecendants = {R’| R’. demo = Child(R.demo), R’.prod ∈ R.prod, ,R’∈GP};

03

RETURN R.demo−

U

R '∈DDecendants

R'.demo ;

04 }
Figure 3-2: Pseudo code of ADD computation

Example: Suppose there are four GP-association rules as listed in Table 3-1:

rule

Demographic

product

confidence

R1

Age 20-50

Coffee

70%

R2

Age 20-50

Decaf Coffee

50%

R3

Age 20-30

Coffee

60%

R4

Male, Age 20-50

Coffee

60%

R5

Age 20-30

Regular Coffee

40%

Table 3-1: Example GP-association rules

Assume that coffee has three children in the product hierarchy: Regular Coffee,
Espresso, Decaf Coffee, and their supports are listed in Table 3-2:
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Product type P

Sup(P)

Regular Coffee

0.3

Espresso

0.1

Decaf Coffee

0.2
Table 3-2: Example supports of various brands of coffee

Note R3 and R4 are D-descendant of R1, while R2 is a P-descendant of R1. Suppose we
would like to promote a brand of regular coffee. The overlapping factor βCoffee is 1.3.
Obviously, the matching rule set is {R1, R3, R4, R5}. Value (R1, Regular Coffee) =
(70% ⋅1.3 − 50%)

0.3
≈ 30.3%
0.3 + 0.1

and ADD(R1) = “female, Age 30-50” (i.e., {Age

20-50}−{Age 20-30}-{ Male, Age 20-50}). Value(R3, Regular Coffee) =0 because a
P-descendant
= 60% ⋅1.3 ⋅

R5

exists.

0.3
= 39%
0.3 + 0.1 + 0.2

Further,

Value(R4,

Regular

Coffee)

and Value(R5, Regular Coffee) = 40%. The ADD () and

Value () of each rule in the matching rule set is summarized in Table 3-3:

Rule R

ADD(R)

Value(R, Regular Coffee)

R1

Female, Age 30-50

30.3%

R3

Age 20-30

0

R4

Male, Age 20-50

39%

R5

Age 20-30

40%

Table 3-3: Applicable demographic domain and estimated value

Of course, R3 can be eliminated because it is of no value in regard to the promotion of

p.
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3.4

Identifying Disjoint Demographic Segments

Now we are given a product p and the matching rule set MP, where each rule R in MP
is associated with a non-zero value Value(R, LP) and an applicable demographic
domain ADD(R). However, the applicable demographic domains in MP may not be
mutually disjoint. Consider our previous example, it is clear ADD(R4) and ADD(R5)
are not disjoint, and it is not clear what value to be assigned to male customers of ages
between 20 and 30. To solve this problem, we fragment the domain covered by MP
into a set of mutually disjoint segment. The value of each segment s, denoted Value(s,

p) is the average of Value(Ri, LP), where s⊆ADD(Ri) and Ri∈MP. In our above
example, four segments are identified and their values are shown in Table 3-4:

segment ADD(s)

Value(s, p)

s1

Female, Age 30-50

30.3%

s2

Male, Age 30-50

39%

s3

Female, Age 20-30

40%

s4

Male, Age 20-30

39.5%

Table 3-4: disjoint segment

In the following we show a general approach for identify a set of disjoint segments
from a set of (possibly overlapping) ADDs:

// Graph (Mp) returns adjacency matrix that denote relation of rules in Mp
// EnumerateClique (G) returns a list of all cliques of graph G
// Sp denote set of disjoint segments
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Disjoint_seg(Mp)
01 {
Sp = ∅
02

03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

G = Graph (Mp)
Clique = EnumerateClique (G)
FOR each clique C in Clique DO {
Demo = ALL;
FOR each rule r in C DO {
Demo = Demo ∧ r.demo
}
Sp = Sp ∪ Demo;

11

}
Figure 3-3: Pseudo code of identifying disjoint demographic segments
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Chapter 4 Identifying Targeted Customers
Given a product p, the next task is to identify a set of N targeted customers, where N
is specified by the user according to the budget and other factors. Let Sp be the set of
disjoint segments with respect to p. The problem of selecting the set of targeted
customers can be formulated as the following linear program:

Maximize

∑ Value(s, p) ⋅ X ⋅ | ADD(s) |
i

s∈S P

Subject to

∑ X ⋅ | ADD(s) |≤ N ;

s∈S P

i

;

0 ≤ X i ≤ 1.

The variable Xi denotes the ratio of customers in ADD(s) to be added to the target set
for advertising p. Obvious, the above linear programming problem is a special case of
the fractional 0-1 knapsack problem and can be efficiently solved by a greedy
algorithm which incrementally selects the segment with the highest value until N
customers are chosen. The pseudo code of this algorithm Target-adv is shown in
Figure 4-1.

Value-based-targeted-adv(p: a product, N: number of advertising customers, GP: a

set of GP-association rules): set of customers
{
S = ∅; //set of targeted customers
NT = 0; // number of accumulated targeted customers
Mp = {r: r is a rule in GP with consequent matching p};
Sp = the set of disjoint segments formed by the antecedents of rules in Mp;
FOR (each segment s∈Sp listed in descending order of Value(s p)) DO
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{
S’ ={c: c is a customer with demographics ADD(s)};
IF (|S’|+|S| ≥ N) {
Randomly choose N-|S| customers with demographics ADD(s) and add

them to S;
BREAK;

}
S = S’∪S;
}
RETURN S;
} // end of Target-adv
___________________________________________________________________

Figure 4-1: Pseudo code of selecting customers for advertising given a product p

The problem of selecting targets for advertising products can be further complicated
by considering more constraints. For example, to advertise a set of products as web
banners, we can view the set of products as a set of ads and the set of user segments
as a set of user groups. More precisely, let the set of user segments be {s1, s2, …, sm}
and the set of products be {p1, p2, …pn}. vij denotes the value of si with respect to Lpj
as computed above, and Xij denotes the display probability of pj given a user segment
si. Also, the desired display probability of pj, determined based on its advertisement
expense, is hj, 1≤j≤n, and the probability that users in segment si show up is ki, 1≤i≤m.
The model can be formulated as follows:
m

Maximize

n

∑∑ v
i =1 j =1

ij

⋅ k i ⋅ X ij

Subject to
n

∑X
j =1
m

∑k
i =1

i

ij

= 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m;

⋅ X ij = h j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n;

0 ≤ X ij ≤ 1.
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Again the above formula is a linear program, though in a much larger scale. Various
techniques have been proposed for efficiently solving this problem [LNAK99,
Toml00 Naka02]. Concise discussions of these techniques can be found in Chapter 2.
Our main contribution here is on the identification of the way for computing vij from
the set of discovered GP-association rules such that the existing (e.g., banner
advertising) techniques can be applied, rather than proposing yet another efficient
algorithm for solving the banner ads allocation problem.
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Chapter 5 Performance Evaluations

In this section, we evaluated our targeted advertising algorithm using real world data.
The data was collected from circulation system of the National Sun Yat-sen
University (NSYSU) library. The circulation system records patron’s demographic
attribute and corresponding loan books. The demographic information of patron
includes identification number, gender, address, grade, unit, and program majored.
The circulation data was collected between May 1, 2003 and May 1, 2004. First, we
measure the accuracy of estimated confidence with varied parameters in Section 5.1.
Then we compare the recommendation accuracy of our method and the existing ones
in Section 5.2 (e.g., minimum support / confidence for GP-Apriori and beta value for
target advertising).

We use the circulation data of NSYSU library and apply our algorithm on advertising
library books. First we accumulated the data from online public access catalog
(OPAC) system from year 2003 May 1 to 2004 May 1. Over the one-year period, we
accumulated 62568 book transactions, which belong to 5631 patrons. The OPAC
records several demographic attributes of patrons and also contains a number of
attributes about books, including call number, ISBN, subjects (keywords), authors,
and location.

First we identified the patron’s attributes that are highly related to books they checked
out. We chose the identified number, unit, program majored, and degree of patron.
Only degree and program majored used in the next step for finding GP-association
rules as recommended by the experienced librarians at NSYSU library.
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Generating GP-association rules

The concept hierarchy of degree and program is formulated as a framework of three
levels. There are 8 nodes in the degree hierarchy and 38 nodes in the program
hierarchy. Part of the concept hierarchies are shown in Figure 5-1:

Figure 5-1: Partial concept hierarchies of (a) degree and (b) program

We adopted the first three levels of Chinese classification scheme for the book
hierarchy of Chinese books and the first two levels of Congress classification scheme
for the book hierarchy of Western books. The numbers of leaf nodes in Chinese book
hierarchy and Western book hierarchy are 1,000 and 526 respectively. Then we
discovered GP-association rules from the training data set using GP-Apriori. Finally
we applied the approach described in Section 3 and 4 to choose a set of targeted
patrons for advertising promoted book in the test data set.

5.1

Accuracy of Estimated Confidence

Comparing with previous work
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The work proposed in [SA95] for estimating the confidence of a more specific rule
from a generalized rule, as reviewed in Section 2.2, serves as the benchmark of our
experiments.

In the process of generating GP-association rules, we set the minimum support ad
minimum confidence at 0.00252 and 0.1 respectively. We first applied GP-Apriori
and identified 718 GP-association rules. Then we randomly selected ten book types
from the leaves of the experimental book classification scheme and identified the set
of matching rule Mp for each book type P. For each matching rule, we calculated
ADD (applicable domain demographic) and value. Table 5-1 shows the number of
matching rules for each tested product type.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

50

53

52

30

50

54

12

44

51

18

Table 5-1: Number of matching rules for the ten randomly selected book

The confidence estimation method introduced in [SA95] is used to calculate the
estimated confidence of each matching rule with respect to its ADD and Lp. Finally
we scan the database to compute the real confidence for each matching rule. The
average error of an estimation method (either ours or that reported in [SA95]) is
defined as the absolute difference between the estimated confidence (or value) and the
real confidence. The result of average errors of the ten products is shown in Figure
5-2. As can be seen, our method constantly incurs smaller errors compared to the

2

The setting of 0.0025 for Minsup mandates that each strong GP-association rule to be supported by no
les than 10 transactions. The effect of Minconf will be shown in Subsection.5.1.
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average error

method proposed in [SA95].

0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0

ours - db_scan
SA95 - db_scan

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

product item

Figure 5-2: Average errors of our method and [SA95] under 10 randomly selected
products

Effects of various parameters

In this experiment we evaluated the accuracy of the method proposed in Chapter 3
under various parameter settings. Recall that our method, when given a set of
GP-association rules and a promotion product type Lp, identifies a set of matching
rules and for each matching rule computes its value and applicable demographic
domain (ADD), where the value is nothing but the estimate confidence of the
matching rule ADD→Lp. To evaluate our method, we calculate the confidence of
matching rule by scanning the entire transaction records and the method proposed in
[SA95]. We will look at the differences between the real and estimated confidences
with our approach under various values of minimum confidence.

Figure 5-3 shows the average numbers of GP-association rules at various Minconf
values while fixing Minsup at 0.25%. As expected, the total number of GP-association
rules decreases with the increase of Minconf.
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Figure 5-3: Number of strong rules (0.05 ~ 0.35)

We then compute the average errors of our targeted advertising approach and method
in [SA95] under different minimum confidence (from 0.05 to 0.35). For a given
Minconf, we first selected ten book categories randomly and computed the their errors.
The average errors are shown in Figure 5-4. As can be seen, in either method, the
average error gradually increased with the increase of Minconf. This is because higher
Minconf results in fewer GP-assocation rules, which make the estimation less accurate.
Besides, the value estimated by our targeted advertising method is constantly more
accurate under different Minconf.
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Figure 5-4: Average errors of the two value estimation methods under various Minconf
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Computation time of various methods

Now this experiment calculated the execution time of above three methods. We also
selected ten products from book category randomly and measured the execution time
of each approach, then average the record of each experiment. Figure 5-5 list the
computation times for our method, the method reported in [SA95], and the database
scan method. As can be seen the method of scanning database spent considerable time
and the SA95 cost least. Our method cost a little more than method in SA95, but
noticeable fast than scanning database.
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Figure 5-5: The computation time of our method, the method reported in [SA95] and
the database scan method

5.2

Effectiveness for Targeted Advertising

This experiment aims to evaluate the effectiveness of applying our algorithm for
targeted advertising. In addition to value-based target advertising approach, as
described in Chapter 4, we also implemented similar target advertising algorithms by
employing two other measures:
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1.

confidence of the matching rule, and

2.

confidence estimation as reported in [SA95]

The algorithms using confidence and confidence estimation in [SA95] are named
Conf-based-targeted-adv() and EstConf-based-targeted-adv() respectively. Their
pseudo code, are listed in Figure 5-6 and 5-7.

Conf-based-targeted-adv(p: a product, N: number of advertising customers, GP: a set
of GP-association rules): set of customers
{
S =∅; //set of targeted customers
NT = 0; // number of accumulated targeted customers
Mp = {r: r is a rule in GP with consequent matching p};
FOR (each rule r∈Mp listed in descending order of r.Conf) DO
{
S’ ={c: c is a customer with demographics r.demo};
IF (|S’∪S | ≥ N) {
Randomly choose N-|S| customers with demographics r.demo and add
them to S;
BREAK;
}
S = S’∪S;
}
RETURN S;

} // end of Conf-based-targeted-adv
_____________________________________________________________________

Figure 5-6: Pseudo code of Conf-based-targeted-adv()

// Let r=D→P and Lp be the leaf in the product taxonomy that matches p
// Est_Conf(r, p) is the estimated confidence of D→Lp using the method in [SA95]

EstConf-based-targeted-adv(p: a product, N: number of advertising customers, GP: a
set of GP-association rules): set of customers
{
S = ∅; //set of targeted customers
NT = 0; // number of accumulated targeted customers
Mp = {r: r is a rule in GP with consequent matching p};
FOR (each rule r∈Mp listed in descending order of Est_Conf(r p)) DO
{
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S’ ={c: c is a customer with demographics r.demo};
IF (|S’∪S | ≥ N) {
Randomly choose N-|S| customers with demographics r.demo and add
them to S;
BREAK;
}
S = S’∪S;
}
RETURN S;
} // end of Conf-est-target-adv
_____________________________________________________________________
Figure 5-7: Pseudo code of EstConf-based-targeted-adv

Finally, a baseline approach that randomly chooses patrons for recommendation is
also implemented.

We adopted 5-fold cross validation and divided the books in our experimental data set
into five sets. One set is assigned as the test data set while the other four sets serve as
the training data set. Given a book in the test data set, we applied each of the above
approach and identified a fixed number of patrons (called target set).

The measure of hit rate is done as follows. For each book p in the test data set, we
compute a target set Tp of patrons. The hit ratio for p is the percentage of the patrons
who had checked out p that are in Tp. Here we plot the cumulative gains chart [SD02]
to show the performance of our method and the others. The cumulative gains chart
consists of lift curve and baseline curve. The value-based approach and the other two
methods are regarded as lift curves and the random approach serves as the baseline
curve. As we know, the greater the area between the lift curve and the baseline, the
better the model. The x-axis shows the maximum number of targeted customers (N).
The y-axis shows the average hit ratio of ten randomly selected books.
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The average hit ratio across 5 trials is reported. The average hit ratio of targeted
advertising at various values of N (from 1000 to 5000 patrons), the number of target
set, is reported. The result is shown in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8: The cumulative gain charts of various methods

As can be seen, all four approaches incurs higher hit ratio as the increase of the size of
the target set, and the increasing rates of Value-based, Conf-est-based, and
Conf-based methods are much smaller than random method. Also the value-based
method exhibits the best hit ratio, and the confidence-estimation based method
performs better than the confidence-based method. This demonstrates the usefulness
of applying GP-association rules to targeted advertising. As expected, when N is close
to the total number of patrons (=5631), all four approaches exhibited similar high hit
ratio.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions
We have proposed a novel approach to promoting products with no prior transaction
records. This approach starts with the identification of strong GP-association rules,
the identified GP-association rules are used for locating a short list of prospective
customers for a given promoted product, for which we have developed a
comprehensive algorithm.

We have evaluated the proposed approach using the

library-circulation data obtained from our university library. We have shown that our
proposed method for estimating confidence of a specialized rule from other related
rules achieves the highest accuracy compared to the existing approach proposed in
[SA95]. The target advertising approach that uses the estimated confidence, or called
value-based approach, was also shown to achieve the most effective target advertising
than the other methods.

This thesis deals with the target advertising of only one product at a time. Target
advertising multiple products at the same time requires further research.
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